
wecamp, the new generation of
campsites reaches Cadaqués,
L'Escala, San Sebastián and the
Aragonese Pyrenees.

wecamp opens four new establishments that
connect with nature through design, comfort
and respect for the environment.

DOWNLOAD PHOTOS

wecamp, the new generation of innovative and environmentally
friendly campsites, adds four new destinations this summer.
Beaches, coasts, natural parks, towns and cities of great
cultural interest... wecamp has searched for the ideal
environments for new openings where you can experience
nature in a sustainable way.

wecamp Cadaqués, located in Portlligat, is the privileged
environment of the new camping concept with a relaxed and
natural atmosphere. An interior design project carried out by
the Sandra Tarruella studio inspired by the architectural and
aesthetic style of the 1960s. White walls, native natural
materials, ceramic tiles, slate walls... A place where simplicity is
not at odds with design and comfort. Apartments, glamping
tents, tiny houses and exclusive pitches for motorhomes with
views of the Cap de Creus Natural Park. complete the
experience wecamp the El Trastocat restaurant, with a casual
and quality cuisine proposal.

wecamp Cala Montgó It is located a few minutes walk from
this cove with transparent waters surrounded by the
Empordà forest. A renovated campsite of buildings with a
native farmhouse type architecture with ceramic and wood
finishes for a harmonious, bright and functional result. Duplex
bungalows, wooden mobile homes with all the

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1qiy8u6zzovAiazWE4Kd29aWPGDXCk5Ai?usp=drive_link


amenities and services and glamping tents in a natural
environment surrounded by pine forest. The El Salat
Restaurant, with Mediterranean cuisine with special attention
to seafood, is the gastronomic offer that complements your
stay.

wecamp Pirineos Combines natural beauty and cultural
heritage in the town of Boltaña, located near the Sierra and the
Canyons of Guara and Ordesa and Monte Perdido, two
emblematic natural parks. wecamp has design accommodation
to enjoy the mountainous territory: mobile homes, bungalows
and glamping tents. A town full of life that invites you to do
activities such as hiking,



climbing or canyoning for lovers of sports activities or enjoying
nature.

On Monte Igueldo, just 5km from the historic center of the city, is
the place that houses the new wecamp San Sebastian. An
oasis of tranquility surrounded by wild hills, 10 minutes by car
from the emblematic La Concha beach. Wooden bungalows and
mobile homes for families and couples and glamping tents for
getaways between sea and mountains.

The new wecamp openings are added to wecamp Santa
Cristina, on the Costa Brava and wecamp Cabo de Gata, in
the south at the foot of Cala del Cuervo and 5 minutes walk from
the town of Las Negras, in the heart of the Natural Park.

Nature and sustainability
Our campsites follow a philosophy of minimal intervention in the
environment. We propose a fairer and more sustainable tourism
model. For this reason, we are not only committed to green and
energy-efficient buildings, we are also committed to promoting
the local economy by prioritizing the use of products aservices
from the area, and to protecting the environment with
conservation and recovery actions for native flora and fauna.

About wecamp
wecamp is a new generation of innovative and sustainable
campsites that wants to revolutionize outdoor accommodation.
We were born with the aim of creating an experience where it is
possible to enjoy the natural environment in a sustainable and
comfortable way. We apply our experience in the hotel sector to
welcome everyone who is looking for more than just a campsite.
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